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Dedication
Lutz Edzard

When Rosmari Lillas-Schuil, senior lecturer at Gothenburg University and one
of the former doctoral students of Jan Retsö, asked me on behalf of those in late
2013 to edit a Festschrift for the latter I considered this proposal to be a great
privilege and honor, but also a considerable challenge. Indeed, ever since, and
even before I came to Norway in 2002 to take on a professorship in Semitic linguistics, this great Norwegian scholar has been an awe-inspiring role model for
me.
Jan Retsö has an impeccable active command of the ancient and modern
Semitic and other languages (especially Slavic and Germanic) he deals with. He
also has a virtually unique capacity to understand that certain linguistic phenomena allow, and indeed call for, a multifaceted variety of analyses, as opposed
to a stifling monocausal approach so often found in (Middle Eastern) linguistic
scholarship. Few scholars have the ability or inclination to communicate in an
academic and private context auf Augenhöhe in the way that Jan Retsö has done
and continues to do. Jan Retsö has enabled many of us to appreciate the benefits
of a fresh scholarly approach that does not automatically take ”Altehrwürdiges” in the discipline(s) for granted. His rich bibliography, encompassing linguistic and philological studies, as well as studies grounded in the history of religion and culture, bears ample testimony of this circumstance.
The title of this Festschrift was inspired by Jan Retsö’s equally unique ability to contextualize his scholarship. As a scholar with additional in-depth training in history, he has always preferred to embed linguistic and philological
analysis in a historical and realienkundlich framework, be it in the Arab world, in
Israel, or in Ethiopia. On the occasion of several visits in Jerusalem, I had the
good luck to meet Jan Retsö in the Swedish Theological Institute and to profit
from his vast knowledge of languages, religion(s), history, and archeology. His
ability to lead historic and archeological tours at places like Jerusalem is unsurpassed, as many colleagues in the field can confirm. Beyond his broad subjectrelated knowledge, Jan Retsö is a humanist in every sense of the word. As much
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as he displays a no-nonsense attitude to academic work, also in social context,
he has a broad interest in the belles-lettres, in music, and the arts in general. Last
but not least, he has a fine sense of humor.
The contributions to this Festschrift by colleagues, pupils, and friends alike
reflect many of Jan Retsö’s research interests. I am most grateful to all of my colleagues for having delivered substantial papers that make this Festschrift not
only a useful collection of articles but also a true mirror of the state of the art in
Arabic and Semitic linguistics, as well as neighboring disciplines. In addition, I
owe my colleagues at Gothenburg University, lecturers Rosmari Lillas-Schuil
and Pernilla Myrne, many thanks for their inspiration, logistical help and advice. Asbjørn Brovold Gabrielsen of IKOS, University of Oslo, and Kent Hillard
helped with various technical matters. Dr. Barbara Krauß and Michael Fröhlich
of Harrassowitz-Verlag have been most supportive of the project from the very
beginning. IKOS, University of Oslo, generously subsidized the printing of the
Festschrift, which the editor gratefully acknowledges.
All of us are aware of the fact that this Festschrift meets Jan Retsö at the
height of his powers and that everything stated here cannot be of a final nature.
This also holds for the attached bibliography, which will certainly continue to
grow in the future. For all this we are all deeply indebted to him.
Tusen takk, Jan, og lykke til videre !
Erlangen and Oslo, April 2015
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Lutz Edzard

A tribute to Professor Jan Retsö by his pupils
Sven-Olof Dahlgren, Helene Kammensjö, Rosmari Lillas-Schuil, Pernilla Myrne,
Lina Petersson, Antonius van Reisen, and Sina Tezel

We were privileged to be graduate students at Gothenburg University where
Jan Retsö was our teacher and Doktorvater, Some of us studied at Uppsala University, but were fortunate to have him as our advisor. His depth of knowledge
can be awe-inspiring and like all students who took his courses, we were stunned by this professor who seemed to know everything about the Arabic and
Hebrew languages, classical Arabic poetry and the Qurʾān. He belonged, in a
good sense, to the old-school teachers, with high expectations and demands. As
postgraduate students, we were to spend a lot of time together outside the
class-room and we soon found out that this awe-inspiring professor is a genuinely sociable and tolerant person. Although we have become good friends over
the years, he has never ceased to be our mentor, generous with his knowledge
and always available for questions and discussions.
As a scholar, Jan Retsö is a man of integrity, who refuses to jump on trends
in the academic world. He taught us to think critically, challenging old as well
as new truths. As a mentor, he has always been forthright, gently pushing his
students to do their best, but without interfering too much.
Besides, Jan Retsö is a man of routine. As long as we have known him, he
has had the same lunch at the same time of the day – Swedish crisp bread and
Norwegian brown cheese. He gives the impression of being a solid and stable
person, who has worn the same kind of clothes and the same hairstyle through
the decades. If this made us think of him as a predictable person, we soon
found out that he is far from that. He has always surprised us with his vigorous
thoughts, and his thought-provoking twists on contemporary as well as historical issues. A discussion with Jan Retsö is typically edifying and inspiring, with
unforeseen outcome. Although we have known Jan Retsö for many years now,
we are still often astonished by the breadth of his knowledge, which truly qualifies as outstanding. He is a humanistic scholar in the best sense of the word and
a polymath; or how could we otherwise describe a man who has knowledge,
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often in-depth, about ancient and modern Middle Eastern and European history; Islam, Christianity and Judaism and their holy books; European and Middle
Eastern literature; classical music, and not least the morphology, syntax, phonology and poetics of languages such as Arabic (including all dialects), Hebrew,
Aramaic, Geʿez, Amharic, Sabaean, Akkadian, Persian, Russian, Old Church
Slavonic, Polish, Latin, Ancient Greek, Old and Modern English, Old and
Modern French, German, Italian, Old Norse, and its modern variants.
In addition to his learning, Jan Retsö has an adventurous side, which may
be unexpected but comes as no surprise for those who know about his vast
travels in younger years. We have to confess, however, that we have often been
anxious when he has been away, searching manuscripts in the Ethiopian Highlands, with a lightweight ladder under one arm and a rope under the other. Our
concerns are needless, however. When his travel companions fall like skittles
due to various ailments, this wise man stays healthy with the help of a little
Gammel Dansk. Not to forget his humorous side; Jan Retsö has a keen eye for
the hilarious. We have always been looking forward to his return and to listen
to interesting and amusing anecdotes from his travels.
The bureaucratic thicket of university managing has no supporter in Jan
Retsö, and he is an eloquent critic of the control system that has gained ground
in recent time. Therefore, we are truly glad that he now will have time to do
full-time research. We are looking forward to reading his publications and
listening to him present his results at future conferences.
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Canonical and non-canonical uses of the imperative in Slavic1
Silje Susanne Alvestad, University of Oslo2

1

Introduction

In the Slavic languages, the imperative – in a pre-theoretical sense of the word –
can be used in a wide variety of contexts. In this paper I will demonstrate some
of these uses based on the distinction between ‘canonical’ and ‘non-canonical’
imperatives familiar from the typological literature (see, e.g., Aikhenvald 2010).
The paper is example-oriented and structured as follows. In section 2, I will
narrow down the object of study and define what I take an imperative to be. I
will also comment on the canonical-non-canonical distinction. In section 3, I will
present some examples of canonical uses of imperatives, including speech act
types associated with necessity and possibility, and imperatives in complex
constructions. Subsequently, in section 4, I will show some examples from Slovene, a Slavic language that allows for embedded imperatives. Section 5 will be
devoted to non-canonical uses of imperatives, one of which is familiar from
Arabic too – namely, the so-called narrative use of imperatives (see, e.g., Palva
1977, 1984, and Henkin 1994). In section 6, I will briefly discuss two hypotheses
regarding the origins of the non-canonical uses of imperatives in Slavic, and,
finally, I will draw some conclusions in section 7.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1 It is well known that the honoré of this Festschrift is not only a Semiticist but also a
Slavicist by training. This paper, which is based on my PhD trial lecture on The
functional diversity of Slavic imperatives, is thus directed towards Jan Retsö the Slavicist. Puzzles still abound in Slavistics too, not least when it comes to imperatives.
In this paper I will present and discuss a selection of examples from the following
Slavic languages, for which the following abbreviations in parentheses will be used
in the examples: Russian (Ru), Belarusian (By), Ukrainian (Uk), Polish (Pl), Bulgarian (Bg), Serbian (Sr), Croatian (Hr), Macedonian (Mk), Upper Sorbian (US), Slovak
(Sk), Czech (Cz), and Slovene (Sn).
2

I am thankful to my informants – Irena Marijanović, Agnieszka Będkowska-Kopczyk, Volha Farmuhina, and Katja Brankačkec – for their always quick response
and their helpful comments. Needless to say, all errors are mine.
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The object of study

In the theoretical literature, there are both “form-biased” and “function-biased”
approaches to what imperatives are (see, e.g., Birjulin 1994, and Hamblin 1987,
respectively). Taking a form-biased approach to imperatives in Slavic, for example, we would perhaps need to account for third person singular forms, such
as the Russian pust’ ‘let’ and xot’ ‘even if’. We might also have to consider first
person plural forms, such as the Russian pojdemte ‘let’s go’. Taking a functionbiased approach, on the other hand, we would perhaps need to take into consideration verb-less adverbial constructions, such as the Slovene Vsi ven!
‘Everybody out!’. We might also have to account for certain uses of modal verbs,
as in the Slovak sentence Môžeš si vybrat’ ‘You can choose’. In this paper, however, I follow Kaufmann 2012 and take an imperative to be a form-function pair,
a combination of a particular morphological form and a particular set of functions. More specifically, I will be concerned with second person singular or
plural verb forms that are typically used to perform speech act types such as
ordering, commanding, requesting, instructing, suggesting, permitting, inviting,
etc. They have a directive use. Such addressee-oriented imperatives, imperatives
that are addressed “to those who are to carry them out”, are typologically widespread, and for this reason they are frequently referred to as canonical imperatives (see, e.g., Aikhenvald 2010: 47, referring to Lyons 1977: 747).
In the Slavic languages, though, second person imperative forms are found
in other contexts as well. I already mentioned the narrative use. This use, and
some other uses of the imperative verb form are typologically less frequent.
However, while Aikhenvald (2010: 47, 396) uses ‘non-canonical imperatives’ to
refer to commands directed at persons other than the addressee—that is, at first
person (me or us) and third person (him, her, or they), I will use the term slightly
differently. Specifically, I will use the term ‘non-canonical’ to refer to a set of
non-directive, non-addressee-oriented uses of second person imperative forms.
The already mentioned narrative imperative is one such second person imperative form. It occurs in non-directive use and its subject typically does not refer
to the addressee, but to the first or third person.
There is no obvious way of classifying the various non-canonical uses of the
imperative in Slavic. A variety of approaches are taken in the literature. Typically, a small set of uses is considered for a small set of Slavic languages. A case
in point is Jakab (2002, 2005), who takes into account what she refers to as
contrastive and counterfactual conditional imperatives in Russian. Gronas (2006),
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on the other hand, takes Bulgarian, Macedonian, and Bosnian, Croatian, and
Serbian into consideration in addition to Russian, but only considers what he
labels the historical imperative. Gronas’ (2006) historical imperative includes
what is more frequently referred to as the narrative imperative, but also some
other uses. All this is to say that there is no consensus in the literature as to how
to categorize non-canonical uses of the imperative in Slavic. My objective here,
though, is to give a little taste of the wide range of possible uses of the second
person imperative form in Slavic languages. It should also be borne in mind
that the list of non-canonical uses presented in this paper may not be exhaustive,
in the sense that there might be more non-directive uses of second person imperatives in Slavic languages. Note, as well, that non-canonical imperatives are
found in the Slavic languages to varying degrees. The narrative imperative does
not exist in Polish and Sorbian, for example (cf. Gronas 2006: 92).
Summing up, I will first provide some examples of canonical imperatives in
Slavic – that is, second person imperative verb forms that are used to direct the
addressee to perform a certain action. Before I present a selection of non-canonical imperatives – that is, second person imperative verb forms that have a nondirective use and where the subject is typically not the addressee, I will provide
some typologically rare examples from Slovene. Specifically, Slovene is a Slavic
language that allows for embedded imperatives. Given that embedded imperatives are a rare phenomenon cross-linguistically, they should perhaps be listed
among the non-canonical uses. On the other hand, as we will see, they are, in a
way, addressee-oriented and directive, which is why I decided to present them
separately as neither canonical, nor non-canonical.
3

Canonical uses of the imperative in Slavic

Canonical uses of the imperative include, first, speech act types associated with
necessity, such as orders and commands. Such imperatives can typically be
paraphrased by means of the performatively used modal must. The imperative
construction Close the door immediately! is very similar in meaning to You must
close the door immediately!, for example. Canonical uses of imperatives also include speech act types associated with possibility, such as permissions and invitations. Imperatives in this use can typically be paraphrased by means of the
performatively used modals can or may. An imperative construction such as
Have a cookie! seems very similar in meaning to You may have a cookie, for
example.
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The third sub-group of canonical imperatives includes speech act types that
are not easily linked to either necessity or possibility. Dares, for example, appear to have the opposite meaning of what they actually express. If A says to B,
Come on, try and hit me!, B is unlikely to interpret the utterance as You must try
and hit me!, or You may try and hit me!, for that matter. Similarly, imperatives
such as Go on then. Do as you wish, which are sometimes referred to as concessive
imperatives in the literature (see, e.g., Kaufmann 2012: 12), are, perhaps, rather
expressions of the speaker’s resignation than her wish that the addressee perform the actions referred to. Still, such uses of the imperative are cross-linguistically frequent and can therefore be considered as canonical. The final sub-group
of canonical imperatives consists of imperatives in complex constructions.
Cases in point are imperatives in conditional conjunctions, such as Do your
homework and you’ll pass the exam.
It should perhaps be mentioned that there are not necessarily clear-cut distinctions between all the speech act types exemplified below. As pointed out by,
inter alia, Eckardt (2011), there is rather a gradual continuum between, for
example, commands and orders, orders and requests, requests and advice, etc.
Although an important observation, it is not relevant for my purposes here.
3.1 Speech act types associated with necessity: COMMAND, ORDER, REQUEST
(1) Cz:
– Vyjděte všichni do dvora!
(COMMAND)
(ParaSol.3 Ostrovskij: Kak zakaljalas’ stal’
[How the Steel was tempered](henceforth KZS))
“Everybody go outside!”
(2) US:

– Wzmiće sej hišće někoho a přehladajče komandanturu a
zastaranstwo.

(ORDER)

(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
“Take someone along with you and see that the Commandant’s
office and the rear services are in proper shape.”
(3) Pl:

– Nie rusz, bandyto, psie!

(WARNING)

(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
“Don’t touch it, you bandit, you dog!”
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3 The ParaSol corpus is “a parallel aligned corpus of Slavic and (some) other European languages”, cf. http://www.slavist.de.
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Потоа месото внимателно извадете го од маста.4 (INSTRUCTION)
Then, take the meat carefully out of the fat.

(5) Sr/Hr: Ne ostavljaj nas, oče.
Do not leave us, father. (Galton 1976: 237f.)

(PRAYER)

3.2 Speech act types associated with possibility:
PERMISSION, INVITATION, ADVICE
(6) US:
Tuž dźě wostań doma, hač ći noha zažiła.

(ADVICE)

(Galton 1976: 237)
So stay at home as long as your leg is not healed.
(7) Ru

— Мы завтра собираемся сделать прогулку в горы, — отвечала Кити.
— Что же, поезжайте, — отвечала княгиня, … (PERMISSION)
(RuN.5 Tolstoj: Anna Karenina)
“We're meaning to make an expedition to the mountains tomorrow,” answered Kitty, “Well, you can go,“ answered the princess, …

(8) By:

Дома буду я адна. Прыходзь, Паўліх, мы будзем чытаць вельмі
цікавую кнігу Леаніда Андрэева – “Сашка Жыгулёў”. (INVITATION)
(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
I’ll be home all alone. Come over, Pavlusha! I have a very interesting
book we could read – Leonid Andreev’s “Saška Žigulev”.

3.3 Other speech act types
(9) Cz:
Buď zdráv!

(WELL-WISH)

(ParaSol. Andrić: Na Drini ćuprija [The Bridge over the Drina])
Stay healthy!
(10) a. Ru Βыиграй миллион!
Win a million!

(ADVERTISING)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
4 The example is from a Macedonian cookery book: Čačeska, Zorka. 2002. Makedonska kujna [The Macedonian Kitchen]. Draganić – Arabeska. The English translation is mine.
5

‘RuN’ refers to the Russian-and-Norwegian corpus, cf. http://www.hf.uio.no/
ilos/ english/research/projects/run/corpus/.
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b. By Βыйграй мільён!
c. US: Dobudźće 2 milionaj dolarow!
d. Pl: Wygraj 2 miliony dolarów!

(ADVERTISING)

Win 2 million dollars!
(11)

US: Prošu, njeměj dalšu vazu złamanu … (WISH ABOUT THE PAST)
(A mother on her way home, thinking about her child:) Please, don’t
have broken another vase…

(12) a. US: Prošu budź bohaty…
b. Pl: Proszę, bądź bogaty…
c. Ru: Будь богатым …

(ABSENT WISH)

(On one’s way to a blind date:) Please, be rich …
(13)

Bg: – Хайде де, опитай се да ме удариш!
(DARE)
(ParaSol. Rowling: Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone)
“Go on then, try and hit me!”

(14)

Ru: – Вы грубиян! – закричал Толстый. Вас гнать надо! Я на вас
докладную подам! – Ну и подавайте, мрачно сказал Корнеев. –
Займитесь любимым делом. (А. и Б. Стругацкие)
(Xrakovskij 1988: 286, his (68))
(CONCESSION)
“You boor!” Tolstyj shouted. “I’ll have to drive you away! I’m going
to report you!” “Go on. Report me!” Korneev said gloomily. “Do as
you wish.” (A. and B. Strugackij)

3.3 Imperatives in conditional conjunction and disjunction
In the theoretical literature on imperatives it is frequently pointed out that imperatives often occur in various types of conditional constructions. Kaufmann
(2012: 219–252), for example, thus discusses imperatives in conditional conjunction
and disjunction. She distinguishes between three main types. Constructions such
as Do your homework and you’ll pass the exam, are referred to as Imperative-andDeclarative constructions, or IaDs, (Kaufmann 2012: 219, following von Fintel
and Iatridou 2009). There are two types of IaDs, and the one mentioned is considered as Type I. An example of a Type II IaD is this: Take one step closer, and I’ll
blow your head off. The imperative serves as the antecedent in a conditional
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clause in the case of both Type I and Type II IaDs, but in the latter case the imperative is used to perform what Eckardt (2011: 210) refers to as an anti-directive
act. In the Type II IaD above, the imperative clause, Take one step closer, tells the
addressee what not to do.
The idea here is that IaDs appear to convey approximately the same
meaning as if…, then… conditional clauses. Do your homework and you’ll pass the
exam seems to mean almost the same as If you do your homework, (then) you’ll pass
the exam. Similarly, Take one step closer, and I’ll blow your head off appears to be
almost synonymous to If you take one step closer, (then) I’ll blow your head off.
In IaDs, imperatives are involved in conditional conjunctions. Imperatives
may, however, occur in conditional disjunctions as well. Thus, constructions
such as Get out of my house, or I’ll call the police are referred to as IoDs, Imperative-or-Declarative constructions in the literature (see, e.g., Kaufmann 2012: 219,
following von Fintel and Iatridou 2009).
Below I will provide examples from Slavic languages of Type I and Type II
IaDs as well as IoDs, but also a fourth kind of complex construction—namely, a
case in which the imperative is the consequent in a conditional clause.
(15)

Sk: – Prečítajte si román Ovad, dozviete sa.
(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)

(IaD Type I)

“Read the novel ‘The Gadfly’ and you’ll find out!”
(16)

Mk: Даj му прст, ќe побaрa цeлa рaкa.
(IaD Type I)
Give him an inch and he will take a mile. (Lit.: Give him a finger,
(and he) will take the whole hand.) (Jakab 2005: 300, from Hacking
1997: 214)

(17)

Mk: Нe доjди, пa ќe видиш штo тe чeкa!
(IaD Type II)
Don’t come, and you’ll see what’s in store for you! (Galton 1976: 239)

(18) a. Ru: Подойди
ближе и
я тебя застрелю. (IaD Type II)
come.IMP.2SG closer and
I you
shoot.PF.PRS
Come closer and I’ll shoot you. (Jakab 2005: 324, her (40a))
b. By: Падыдзі бліжэй і я цябе застрэлю.
c. US: Pój bliže a ja tebje zatřělu.
d. Pl: Podejdź, a cię zastrzelę!
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(19)

Uk: – Злізай, не то міліцію покличу!
(IoD)
(ParaSol. Bulgakov: Master i Margarita [The Master and Margarita])
“Get down, or I’ll call the police!”

(20) a. Uk: – А, - заникуючись, проговорив він, – а якщо вони знову теє ... – Гм ...
– задумався артист, - ну, тоді приходьте до нас знову.
(IMPERATIVE CONSEQUENT IN CONDITIONAL CLAUSE)
(ParaSol. Bulgakov: Master i Margarita [The Master and Margarita])
“A - and...”, he said, stammering, “and if . . . [the banknotes] turn
into [candy wrappers] again…” “Hm...,” the artiste pondered, “well,
then come to us again.”
b. Sk: – Aa . . . – zajachtal, – a ak sa zas . . . oné . . . – Hm . . . - – zamyslel sa
umelec, – no, tak príďte zase k nám.
4

Embedded imperatives in Slovene

Embedded imperatives are a typologically rare phenomenon (see, e.g., Sadock
and Zwicky 1985),6 but in one Slavic language they exist: Slovene. According to
Rus (2004: 12), the verbs in Slovene that typically embed imperatives are reci
‘say’, vztrajati ‘insist’, ukazati ‘order’, svetovati ‘suggest, and opozoriti ‘warn’. Embedded imperative clauses in Slovene may occur as embedded argument clauses,
as in (21), embedded restrictive relative clauses, as in (22), or as nominal complement clauses, as in (23) (cf. Rus 2004: 11).
(21)

Sn: Mama pravi, da
jo
dobro poslušaj!
mother says that
her
well listen.IMP.2SG
Mother says you should listen to her carefully. (Lit.: Mother says
that listen to her carefully.) (Dvořák 2005: 11, his (23a))

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
6 Exceptionally, embedded imperatives can occur in Classical Arabic, e.g.,
fa-ʾašāra
ʾilay-him ʾan
iṯbutū
ʿalā ṣalāti-him
prayer-your.M.PL
and-signal.PF.3M.SG to-them.M that be:firm.IMP.2M.PL at
He [Muḥammad] gave them a sign to continue with their prayer.
(Sīra Nabawīya, cf. Brünnow and Fischer [2008], Arabic p. 62, and W. Fischer 2006:
§ 414, Note 1.)
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Sn: To
je avto, ki
ga prodaj
čimprej.
this
is car
which it sell.IMP.2SG
as soon as you can
This is a car that you must sell as soon as you can. (Lit.: This is a car
that sell it as soon as you can.) (Rus 2004: 11, his (13c))

(23)

Sn: Zakaj te
why you

moje
my

opozorilo, da
warning that

bodi
previden,
be.IMP.2SG careful

tako jezi?
so make angry
Why does my advice that you must be careful make you so angry?
(Lit.: Why does my advice that you be careful make you so angry?)
(Rus 2004: 11, his (13d))
5

Non-canonical uses of the imperative in Slavic

I touched upon the classification problem with respect to the non-canonical uses
of the imperative in Slavic in section 2. Here I will be a bit more specific. In the
existing literature, both synchronic and diachronic approaches are taken and
classifications based on syntactic as well as semantic and/or pragmatic criteria
can be found. The accounts also vary when it comes to which Slavic languages
they take into consideration and which types of non-canonical uses they include.
Before I present the examples, I will give a brief overview of the literature I
have consulted based on the four abovementioned parameters – that is, whether
the approach is synchronic or diachronic, based on syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic criteria (or a combination thereof), what Slavic languages are accounted
for, and what types of non-canonical uses are included in the analysis. The eight
works I have examined are thus presented in the table below (Figure 1). (With
respect to column five, note that different researchers may use one and the
same label to refer to distinct sets of non-canonical imperatives. Similarly, distinct terms used by different authors may cover one and the same set of noncanonical imperatives.)
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Overview of the literature consulted on non-canonical uses of the
imperative in Slavic

Work

Perspective

Criteria

Languages

Uses

BelyavskiFrank (1991)
Comtet (1994)

Synchronic

Semantic and
pragmatic
Syntactic

Russian
Serbo-Croatian7
Russian

Narrative

Daiber (2009)

Diachronic

Russian

Fortuin (2000,
2008)

Synchronic

Semantic and
pragmatic
Semantic

Gronas (2006)

Diachronic

Semantic and
pragmatic

Israeli (2001)

Synchronic

Syntactic
semantic

Russian
Serbo-Croatian10
Bulgarian
Macedonian11
Russian

Synchronic

and

Russian

Dramatic8
Optativic
Concessive
Conditional
Hypothetical9
Narrative/Historical
Necessitive
Conditional
Concessive
Narrative
Optativic
Historical12

Pseudo-imperatives,
including: Narrative
Necessitive/Contrastive13
Conditional

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
7 ‘Serbo-Croatian’ corresponds to the modern standard varieties of Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian.
8 Comtet’s (1994) dramatic imperative corresponds to what is more frequently termed the narrative imperative, although this term is also not clearly defined.
9 Comtet’s (1994) hypothetical imperative corresponds to, i.a., Jakab’s (2002, 2005)
counterfactual conditional imperative.
10 See footnote 6.
11 Mentioned in the article are also Belarusian, Ukrainian, Czech, Slovak, Slovene,
Polish, and Sorbian, but no examples from these languages are provided.
12 Most, but not all, of Gronas’ (2006) historical imperatives are cases of what is more
often referred to as narrative imperatives. Gronas’ (2006) historical imperatives also,
however, include cases that are elsewhere referred to as necessitive (in Trnavac 2006,
and Fortuin 2000 and 2008, for example), counterfactual, or conditional imperatives,
and briefly mentioned are also ”the imperative of concession” and ”the hypothetical
imperative” (cf. Gronas 2006: 99).
13 Israeli’s (2001) pseudo-imperatives include examples of the type labelled necessitive
by Trnavac (2006) and Fortuin (2000, 2008), which is one of the two types referred
to as contrastive imperatives by Jakab (2002, 2005).
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Jakab
2005)

(2002,

Synchronic

Syntactic
semantic

Trnavac (2006)

Synchronic

Semantic

and

Russian
Macedonian
Russian
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Conditional
counterfactual
Contrastive14
Counterfactual
conditional
Necessitive
Conditional
Concessive

My aim in this paper is to give a taste of the wide variety of non-canonical uses
that the imperative in Slavic may have. Therefore I will not discuss here how
these uses should best be categorized, or whether the labels used in the existing
literature are appropriate or not. Instead I will allow myself to take a “maximalist” approach and save the theoretical issues for a later article. Now let us look
at the examples.
5.1 Narrative imperatives
Narrative imperatives are typically used to refer to sudden, unexpected actions
in the past. The actions are unexpected from the speaker’s perspective (cf.
Israeli 2001: 3) and with respect to situations described in a preceding clause (cf.
Jakab 2002: 133). Narrative imperatives are one of two types referred to as contrastive imperatives by Jakab (2002, 2005). In most, if not all cases, the subject in
narrative imperatives is either first or third person, singular or plural. According to Gronas (2006: 92), the narrative imperative is productive in Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian, Serbian, Croatian, Bulgarian, and Macedonian, but rare in
Czech, Slovak, and Slovene, and non-existent in Polish and Sorbian.
(24) a. Ru: Вот я и высматриваю, чтобы знать, какой портретик повесить, чтобы
не влипнуть в историю, а то, знаете, Герасим Леонтьевич, мой сосед,
недосмотрел хорошо да возьми и вывеси Ленина, а к нему как
наскочат трое: оказывается, из петлюровского отряда.
(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
I’m keeping an eye open myself so’s to know what portrait to hang
up. Wouldn’t care to get into trouble like Gerasim Leont’evič next
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
14 Jakab (2005) splits the contrastive imperatives into two types. The first consists of
cases that are more frequently referred to as narrative imperatives in the literature,
while the second is composed of cases that Trnavac (2006) and Fortuin (2000, 2008)
label necessitive imperatives.
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door. You see, he didn’t look out properly and had just gone and
hung up a picture of Lenin when three men rushed in – Petljura men
as it turned out.
b. By: Герасім Леонцевіч, мой сусед не даглядзеў добра ды вазьмі і вывесі
Леніна, а да яго я наскочаць ўтрох:
(25)

Ru: Вдруг

он подскочи

и

ударь

меня.

Suddenly he jump-up.IMP.2SG and
hit.IMP.2SG me
Suddenly he jumped up (lit.: jump up!) and hit (lit.: hit!) me.
(Jakab 2005: 339, her (71), from Barnetová et al. 1979).
In Russian, narrative imperatives are often preceded by idomatic expressions
such as voz’mi (da) (i), as in (24a), ”to emphasize the unexpectedness and abruptness of the action” (Jakab 2002: 133). Voz’mi is itself a second person singular imperative form derived from vzjat’ in the sense of vzdumat’ ‘to take it into
one’s head’ (ibid.).
5.1.1 Narrative imperatives with iterative/habitual and/or intensive interpretation
Belyavski-Frank (1991) identifies a special kind of narrative imperatives with
iterative, or habitual interpretation in Serbian, Croatian, Macedonian, and Bulgarian. Gronas (2006) argues that this subtype of narrative imperatives can be
found in Russian as well and observes that it often has an “intensive” character
(op. cit.: 92). The example below is from Serbian.
(26)

Sr: Pre rata nikako nisu letovali u gradu, nego kak naiđi to, oni ti lepo
nabavi ogrev za zimu, uzmi decu, pa hajd na Zlatibor.
Before the war there was no way they would spend the summer in
town, instead as soon as summer came, they’d get wood together for
the winter, … take the children, and go off to Zlatibor.
(Belyavski-Frank 1991: 128, her (15), from Stevanović 1979)

5.2 Necessitive imperatives
The non-canonical imperatives in this section are referred to as necessitive imperatives by Trnavac (2006) and Fortuin (2000, 2008) but considered to be just one
of two types of contrastive imperatives by Jakab (2002, 2005). (The second type
of contrastive imperatives are narrative imperatives, discussed in 5.1.) Necessi-
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tive imperatives typically occur in complex constructions in which the preceding declarative clause describes a pleasant action, while the imperative clause
refers to an undesirable action that is imposed upon the subject (cf. Israeli 2001:
5). The subject is typically the first person – ’I’, as in (28), or ‘we’, as in (27).
Israeli (2001: 12) proposes the following semantic description of constructions
involving necessitive imperatives: i) X is compelled to do something, even
though ii) she doesn’t want to do it. Meanwhile, iii) Y, who belongs to the same
set as X, does not have to do it, or iv) Y by her actions has caused X (to be
compelled) to do it. Finally, v) the statement represents X’s point of view.
(27) a. Ru: – Ты слыхал? Они наших вешают, а их провожай к своим без
грубостей!
(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
“Hear that?” he said. “They hang our people, but we have to escort
(lit. escort!) them back to their own side and treat them nicely
besides.”
b. Pl: Oni naszych wieszają, a ich odprowadzaj do swoich bez brutalnego
traktowania!
c. US: Woni našich powěšeja, ale jich přewodźej k jich ludźom bjeze wšěch
hrubosćow!
(28)

Ru: Мои

друзья работают, как

проклятые,

My
friends work
like
condemned
у моря, наслаждайся природой.

а

я

but I

отдыхай
rest.IMP.2SG

by sea,
enjoy.IMP.2SG nature
My friends work themselves to death and I have to rest (lit. rest!)
by the sea and enjoy (lit. enjoy!) the nature. (Israeli 2001: 6, her (7))
In addition to the languages exemplified – Russian, Polish, and Sorbian – we
find necessitive imperatives in Belarusian. According to my respondents, necessitive imperatives are unusual in Polish and productive in Sorbian.
5.3 Optativic imperatives

Optativic imperatives typically have a third person singular subject that refers
to the deity, as in (29). Note that Bóh ‘God’ is not vocative in this case, but nominative.
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US: Pomhaj
Bóh!
help.IMP.2SG God.NOM
(May) God help (us)!

As evidenced by (30), though, optative-like imperatives may also have a second
person subject. In (30), it is the second person plural.
(30)

Ru: Провaлиcь
get-lost.IMP.2PL

вы!
you.PL

If only you got lost!/Blast you!/Get lost!
(Fortuin & Boogart 2009, 8, their (9))
5.4 Conditional imperatives
Conditional imperatives occur in a type of complex constructions in which an
imperative clause serves as the protasis and a declarative clause serves as the
apodosis (cf. Israeli 2001: 21). Conditional imperatives have subjects in either the
first or third person. This feature distinguishes them from IaDs and IoDs discussed in section 3.4. above. The Sorbian example in (31) is thus a typical manifestation of the conditional imperative.
(31)

US: Ale
But

přińdź
jeno
come.IMP.2SG only

tam
here

chudy prošer
nutř
poor beggar.SUBJ.SG in

a
požebri
sebi: hnydom
and beg-a-little.IMP.2SG REFL: immediately

so

čoła
chmurja.
REFL foreheads cover

But if a poor beggar comes in and begs a little, they will immediately make faces. (Fasske 1981, via respondent)
(Lit.: Come a poor beggar and beg a little, and they will immediately make faces.)
Israeli (2001) discusses conditional imperatives in Russian and states that the
imperative clause in the protasis typically introduces a “disastrous event” that
has “certain consequences for the participants in the apodosis” (op. cit.: 21). She
has not found any contexts with positive implications and concludes that “[b]enign, likely or highly desirable contexts do not allow” for conditional imperatives and esli-conditionals must be used instead (op. cit.: 20). She illustrates this
by contrasting examples such as a. and b. in (32) below.
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(32) a. Ru: Умри
я сегодня, что
c
вaми
die.IMP.2SG
I today,
what with you
Were I to die today, what would happen to you?
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будет?
becomes

(Israeli 2001: 15, her (19a), from a letter written by A. S. Puškin to N.
N. Puškina on June 28, 1834)
b. Ru: *Умри

я сегодня,

die.IMP.2SG I today,
мои
стихи.

моя

жена

опубликует

my

wife

publish.PRF.PRS

my
poetry
Were I to die today, my wife would publish my poetry.
(Israeli 2001: 21, her (25a))
In (32b) the imperative protasis describes the same dramatic event as in (32a),
but the situation referred to in the declarative apodosis is quite neutral. On Israeli’s account, this is why a conditional imperative is infelicitous. (33) below may
be evidence to the contrary, however. The context in the protasis appears desirable, and the consequences for the participants in the apodosis appear to be
posi-tive, yet we do find a conditional imperative in the protasis, and not a esliconditional.
(33)

Ru: Договорись

мы и

все

пойдет

по-другому.

agree.IMP.2SG we and
everything
go.PRF.PRS differently
If we agree, everything will become different.
(Trnavac 2006: 90, her (30))
We find conditional imperatives in Russian, Belarusian, and Sorbian, and perhaps other Slavic languages too. According to Jakab (2005: 299), conditional imperatives are impossible in Macedonian, however.
5.5 Counterfactual imperatives
Counterfactual imperatives may occur with subjects of any person and number,
but they only occur in the East-Slavic languages—that is, Russian, Ukrainian,
and Belarusian (cf. Jakab 2005: 299-300).15 Counterfactual imperatives may be
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
15 My respondents confirm the non-existence of counterfactual imperatives in Serbian,
Croatian, Polish, and Sorbian.
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formed also from verbs that are infrequent in the canonical imperative due to
their semantics (cf. Israeli 2001: 12). The latter is illustrated in (35) below.
(34) a. Ru: Будь
там
я, не
случилось бы
этого.
be.IMP.2SG there I NEG
happened MOD this
Had I been there, it would not have happened.
(Jakab 2005: 318, her (28))
b. By: Будзь там я, не здарылася б гэтага.
(35)

Ru: Принадлежи
belong.IMP.2SG
я был бы

эта
книга мне,
this
book me.DAT
самым счастливым
человеком на свете.

I was
MOD
most happy
man
in world
Had this book belonged to me, I would have been the happiest man
in the world. (Israeli 2001: 12, her (14a))
5.6 Concessive imperatives – Type I
First, note that concessive imperatives as discussed here are not identical to imperatives that are used to perform concession-like speech act types, as in (14)
above. The imperative in (14) is directive, while the first, concessive imperative
in (36) is not. Rather, the first imperative clause in (36) should be translated into
English by an even if p-clause. It is not an order for the addressee to die. If it
were, it would be nonsensical to issue orders to be complied with afterwards.
The addressee cannot find an electrician and start the power plant after he is
dead. Thus, the first imperative is a concessive imperative, meaning approximately even if you have to die doing it…, … Note, though, that we have a second person subject in this case.
(36) a. Ru: Умри, а монтера найди и пусти электростанцию.
(ParaSol. Ostrovskij: KZS)
Even if you have to break your neck doing it: find an electrician
and start the power plant. (Lit.: Die, but find an electrician and start
the power plant.)
b. By: Памры, а манцёраў знайдзі і пусці электрастанцыю.
c. Uk: Умри, а монтера знайди й пусти електростанцію!
d. Pl: Skonaj, a znajdź montera i musisz uruchomić elektrownię.
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e. Sr Umri, ali montera nađi i stavi u pogon električnu centralu.
f. Hr: Umri, ali montera nađi i stavi u pogon električnu centralu.
g. US: Slakń mojedla, ale nańdź mi montera a čin, zo by ta milinarnja
zaběhnyła!
We find concessive imperatives of this kind in Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian,
Polish, Serbian, Croatian, and Sorbian, and perhaps more Slavic languages.
5.7 Concessive imperatives – Type II
I have considered the kind of concessive imperatives exemplified below as a
separate type because of their idiomatic character. Specifically, they are of the
form, no matter where/what… + ni ‘NEG’ + IMP, and we find them in Russian
and Belarusian.
(37) a. Ru: В какую сторону ни глянь ― даль закрыта туманом.
(Р. Б. Ахмедов. Промельки (2011), Бельские Просторы)
(RNC.16 R.B. Axmedov. Promel’ki [Flashes] (2011), Bel’skie Prostory
[The Bel’sk Area])
No matter which way you look, everything is covered in fog.
b. By: У які бок ні глянь - далеч зачынена туманам.
6

The origins of the non-canonical (and canonical) uses of the imperative
in Slavic: Hypotheses

There are two prominent hypotheses in the literature when it comes to the origins of the non-canonical (and canonical) imperatives in Slavic. I have placed
‘and canonical’ in parentheses here, since only one of the two hypotheses concerns the canonical uses as well.
The first hypothesis can be referred to as the optative hypothesis and is espoused by, inter alia, Gronas (2006). The optative hypothesis holds that the Slavic
imperative originates in the old Indo-European optative. More specifically, the
narrative and the necessitive imperative originate in the Indo-European preterital
optative, whereas the conditional, counterfactual, and concessive imperatives originate in the conditional optative.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
16 ‘RNC’ refers to the Russian National Corpus, cf. http://ruscorpora.ru/en/.
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The second hypothesis can be referred to as the aorist hypothesis and is subscribed to by Daiber (2009), among others. According to the aorist hypothesis,
the origin of the narrative and the necessitive imperative – but not the conditional,
counterfactual and optativic imperative – is the aorist. Taking Russian as his point
of departure, Daiber (2009) argues that these two non-canonical imperatives are
one of the two relics of the former aorist in modern Russian. Specifically, “the
most common forms of the Old Russian sigmatic aorist (second and third person singular) were homophonous with the imperative singular, and this phonological bridge was important in metaphorically identifying the imperative with
the narrative use of the former aorist” (op. cit.: 23). The Russian imperative thus
“took over some functions” from “the old aorist when the latter disappeared
from Russian” (op. cit.: 25). In other words, the metaphorical use of the Russian
imperative “starts precisely when the use of the aorist ends” (op. cit.: 27). If this
were correct, however, as Gronas (2006: 90) points out, we would not expect to
find narrative imperatives in languages where the aorist is still in active use, but
we do– in Bulgarian and Macedonian, for example. Although this is an intriguing issue, I will unfortunately have to leave it for future research.
7

Conclusion: – Beware of the Declarative Fallacy!

My aim with this article was to give a little taste of the many different uses the
imperative in Slavic may have. I would like to conclude with a quotation from
Belnap (1990: 1) about the danger of focusing too narrowly on declarative
clauses. He calls this the Declarative Fallacy. Thus, “(…) one should recognize
that from the beginning there are not only declarative sentences, but, at least,
both interrogatives and imperatives. The grammarians are right and those teachers of elementary logic that seem to have miseducated most of us are wrong:
give all sentences equal time, and do not take declaratives as a paradigm for
what can happen between full stops.”
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Abstract
In 2014 a hitherto unknown Cyrillic manuscript fragment of a parchment leaf was
discovered in the University Library in Uppsala Carolina Rediviva. The fragment has
been used as cover for a printed book, Sententiæ et loci quidam insigniores, ex antiquioribus maximeque probatis poetis Ordine collecti, ac in libros quinq. digesti, Poznań 1583.
The book belonged earlier to the library of the Jesuit Collegium in Riga and it was
taken to Sweden as booty in 1622. The fragment consists of text in two columns,
containing сло́во ѡ҆ ст҃ѣмъ Василїи Вели́цѣⷨ и҆ ѡ҆ Е!ѳрѣмѣ. По́вѣсть дш҃еполезна, a
text for the 3rd of January in the long redaction of the Slavonic Prolog for the first half
of the year (September – February). The fragment does not belong to any of the manuscripts preserved in the other manuscript fragments from Swedish libraries and
archives. The fragment is reproduced here with short comments. The dating of the
fragment, based on its paleographic, orthographic and linguistic features, proposed by
the author of the article is the end of the fourteenth and (most probably) the beginning
of the fifteenth century. The language is Russian Church Slavonic with some northwestern features that are usually observed in Pskovian and Novgorodian manuscripts.

1. Introduction1
Swedish libraries and archives have in their collections, in addition to a large
group of valuable old Cyrillic manuscripts and early prints, a number of important Cyrillic parchment fragments that have already been highlighted in several
studies.2 The number of known parchment fragments increased as a result of
the project Digitalized Descriptions of Slavic Cyrillic Manuscripts and Early Printed
Books at Swedish Libraries and Archives (2010 2013), which included 107 parch-

1

I am much obliged to Ralph Cleminson (Winchester) for his valuable suggestions
and commentaries, and for his kindly help in improving this text.

2

One of the latest works on the topic, including an overview of the research field, is
by Lars Steensland (Steensland 2013), whose long-standing investigation of the
Cyrillic parchment fragments in Sweden has resulted in several important publications.
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ment fragments from a total of 51 different parchment manuscripts.3 The number of Cyrillic parchment fragments in Sweden continues to rise and in 2014, a
hitherto unknown Cyrillic parchment fragment was discovered in Uppsala’s
Carolina Rediviva building, which houses the University Library.4 The fragment is used in a binding of a copy of Sententiæ et loci quidam insigniores (Sententiæ et loci 1583).5
This article aims to provide an identification and reproduction of the version of text preserved in the fragment, a presentation of its physical characteristics and concise comments on its orthographic, paleographic and linguistic
characteristics. The article also seeks to highlight the provenance of the fragment.
2. Provenance
The copy of Sententiæ et loci (Sententiæ et loci 1583) belonged to the library of
the Jesuit Collegium in Riga. Jesuit life in Riga dates from 7 March 1583 and the
library of the Jesuit Collegium probably dates from the same time. On 16 September 1621 the army of the Swedish king Gustaf II Adolf (1594–1632) conquered Riga and seized the collections of the library of the Jesuit Collegium (Walde
1916: 43–52).6 The year after, in 1622, the booty from the Jesuit Collegium in
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 This national Swedish project was accomplished by Alexander Pereswetoff-Morath
(Stockholm University), Antoaneta Granberg (University of Gothenburg), Irina
Lysén (Uppsala University) and Per Ambrosiani (Umeå University). The project
was funded by the Swedish Foundation for Humanities and Social Sciences (Riksbankens Jubileumsfond). For information about the project and for a report on its
results, see http://anslag.rj.se/en/fund/39532. Most of the investigation and the
description of the parchment fragments in the project were done by Alexander
Pereswetoff-Morath, see also his latest publication on this topic (PereswetoffMorath 2013).
4

Thanks to Håkan Hallberg, librarian at Carolina Rediviva, for drawing my attention to this fragment and for all his help with the investigation of the collection
from the Jesuit Collegium in Riga.

5

Shelfmark Script. lat. coll. Poetæ 61:263.

6

Johannes Bothvidi (1575–1635) compiled an inventory of books from the Jesuit Collegium in Riga in 1622. The original of this inventory was not preserved but in the
University Library in Uppsala there is a later copy from 1683. The rubric “Libri in
Duodecimo”, p.25 in this copy, contains information about the copy of Sententiæ et
loci quidam insigniores…, i.e. “Sententiæ & loci insigniores ex Poetis” (Bothvidi 1622:
25). In the course of investigating the provenance of this copy, the author of the
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Riga, consisting of around a thousand books, church utensils, liturgical objects
and five Russian icons was moved to the University Library in Uppsala by
order of the Swedish king.7 Small pieces of paper with a typed “R”, i.e. “Riga”,
were placed by the Swedish bibliographer Isak Collijn (1875–1949) on all the
books from the Jesuit Collegium in Riga kept in Carolina Rediviva.
This is the second Cyrillic parchment fragment found in the collection of the
Jesuit Collegium in Riga. The other fragment was also used in the binding of a
printed book,8 and contains a text from the Acts and Epistles (Steensland 2005:
no. 8). These two fragments do not belong to the same manuscript.
3. Condition and physical description
The fragment consists of a single leaf, used for covering the binding of the book;
it is upside down in relation to the book it covers. The other side of the leaf is
not visible. The fragment is in relatively good condition, apart from the letters
on the edge that have been erased. The skin above the raised bands of the spine
of the printed book is worn and there are small holes on the edge between the
spine and the two covers.
The fragment still remains on the cover of the printed book.9 In modern
times an endpaper has been glued inside the front cover and another one inside
the back cover. All edges of the parchment leaf have been folded over 8–17 mm
onto the inside of the covers. This part of the leaf is covered by endpapers and
only very small parts of the letters are visible. A yellow paper label, 27×21 mm,

article went through the archive of Isak Collijn and discovered hitherto unknown
notes about the collection of books taken as war booty from the Jesuit Collegium in
Riga: “Jesuitkollegiets i Riga bibliotek. Bidrag till dess historia”. The results of the
investigation of Collijns archive will be published by Antoaneta Granberg in a
forthcoming article.
7 Gustav II Adolf founded Carolina Rediviva two years earlier, in 1620. For the history of the collections taken as war booty to Carolina Rediviva from different Jesuit
libraries in the seventeenth century, and for different inventories of these collections, see Hagström Molin (2014: 309, 313–315); cf. also Arne (1915: 121–122) and
Walde (1916: 46–49).
8 A copy of Peter Canisius’ Catechismus Graecolatinus, printed in Ingolstadt in 1614;
shelfmark Obr.67:190.
9 See the photograph at the end of the article. I wish to express my gratitude to the
staff of the University Library in Uppsala, Carolina Rediviva, for producing the
photograph and for giving me a permission to publish it.
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is glued on the upper part of the spine and it covers part of the text of the
fragment.10 A small piece of paper with the letter R typed on it is placed on the
lower part of the spine. Size of the covers: 156–157×100–103 mm; size of the
spine 154×26–27 mm.
The text preserved in the fragment consists of two columns. There are nineteen visible lines in the left column and twenty visible lines in the right column.
The height of ten lines is 88–91 mm, line length of the preserved part of the text
is 103 mm (left column) and 118–119 mm (right column). The height of the letters is 5 mm, and the size of the written area is 235×175 mm. Traces of text
before the first and after the last of the extant lines indicate that the leaf in its
original size contained more text. The text of the first column extends across the
back cover from the turn-in at the fore-edge as far as the fold between the board
and the spine, and the text of the second column from halfway across the spine
as far as the fore-edge of the front cover. Thus (apart from the first and last extant lines of each column which are on the fold at the top and bottom, and the
label mentioned above), the damage to the text is confined to the beginnings of
the lines of both columns.
3.1 The Left Column (A)
The upper, lower and left edges of the written area of the left column are on the
turn-ins and, as mentioned above, are now covered by the modern endpaper.
This has obscured the first characters of all nineteen lines preserved, except line
no. 5. The characters on the crease are erased and only a few small parts of letters are visible inside the cover. Line no. 1 is almost invisible and the remains of
only a few letters are legible. Line no. 19 was also damaged as a result of the
folding but the remains can still be read.
3.2 The Right Column (B)
In the right column, the text on line no.1 is now placed on the upper folded part
of the leaf: three letters are fully visible inside the upper part of the spine and
the rest of the letters from this line are only partly visible. Lines nos. 2 and 10
have been preserved without any damage. The number of characters per line is
circa 20–24. The parchment in column (B), lines nos. 11 to 15, had been stitched
before the text was written, the text being continuous. The paper label glued on

10 Many books from the Jesuit Collegium in Riga do have such label on the spine.
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the spine of the binding has covered the beginning of lines nos. 16 to 18 in the
right column and this part of the text is not visible.
. Paleographical features
This is just a short comment on the paleographical features of the fragment. It
has been written in a semiuncial (poluustav) that is typical for the end of the
fourteenth and the first third of the fifteenth century:

ж with high central stem;

•
•

•

cross-beams:
o high inclined cross-beam for the jotized vowels ѥ and ю; high less
inclined, almost horizontal cross-beam for ꙗ;
o и is written more often with an inclined cross-beam in the middle and,
on a few occasions, with a horizontal cross-beam;
o н is written with а cross-beam that begins from the top of the first stem
and ends in the middle of the second stem;
м with sagging pretty sharp “belly”;

•

ц, the descender continues the right-hand stroke without any interruption at
the base-line;

•
•
•

ꙁ with sharply curving lower part;
the middle part of ѡ is short and the upper parts curve towards the middle;
the two straight strokes in the upper part of ч join the stem in the middle of

•

the letter; the letter is almost symmetrical and the stem is inclined;
ѣ with tall stem and a small loop;

•
•

е with upwardly inclined beam in the middle;
х with shorter upper part.
. Orthographical features

ѿ is used in the preposition отъ and in forms of the word отьць and the
derivative отьчьскъ.

ѡ is used in initial position: ѡбрѣтох⁞[о|мъ] A4+5, ѡбрѧщеть A17, ѡг⁞[ъ|нь] A15+
, ѡдиною A10 (cf. ѥдиною A18); ѡ is used in the middle of the word, after a prefix:
въѡ|ружаѥт сѧ B3–4. There is no broad ѻ.
The digraph оу is used in initial position: оуже A3, оумножи сѧ А5 and
оучененьꙗ (sic!) В15; in the middle and at the end of the word, у have been used:
16

въѡ|ружает сѧ B3–4, гумна A6, живущихъ A13, меду B17, мучень|[ꙗ] B16–17, противу
B8, труду B8, мьзду B8 and сущимъ A7.
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Jotized ѥ and ꙗ are used at the beginning of the word and after vowels;
non-jotized e and ѧ are used after consonants.
The original ъ:
weak
ъ in word-final position maintained except when followed by a clitic
•
(which combines with the preceding word to form a “prosodic word”): въ
B4,.ихъ А8, хощемъ A3; but. в A12, B5, въѡ|ружа т сѧ B3–4, подъкопаѥт сѧ A15,
исто|[м]⁞(и)л A2–3;
•
•

ъ/o alternation: тъ B8, тo B6, B9, кровь B11; во А14, воскрньꙗ B5, во|сприꙗти B8–9;
in several cases ъ has been spelled with ь: in the preposition вь B13 (followed
by a front vowel in the next syllable: вь неиже);

The original ь:
• weak ь in word-final position is orthographically preserved in most of the
cases, e.g. заповѣдь B14, [хрⷭDт]⁞омь A18, тать A11,. 15, ѿц҃ь A8; this is also the
reason for inserting line-final jer in приѥмь|лющи B11–12 and, most likely, in пь
[роче] ѥ A11–12, too 11
•

ь in suffixes has been preserved on most of the occasions, e.g. жит(ь)|[ѥ] A5–
6, воскрⷭDньꙗ B5, причастьѥ B6, батьство B7, а пⷭDльскаꙗ B14, and in the comparative degree form [сл]ажьша B17;

The abbreviated words are written with:
(1) Titlo “ G ” with a short vertical beam in the middle is used for
abbreviated words without a superscript letter and for the numbers, e.g.

ѿць A8 and днии ·т· и ·ѯ ·и ·е A19.
(2) Pokrytie “ ҇ ” is always used above the superscript letter in abbreviated
words with a superscript letter, e.g. чтⷭDотѣ B5 and чтⷭDнѣѥ B10.
“ ̋ ” is used above each omega in initial position (but not above ѿ) and once
after a prefix, e.g. ѡ̋брѣтох⁞[о|мъ] A4+5, and въѡ̋|ружаѥт сѧ B3–4.
According to the paleographical features, in combination with the orthographical features, the most probable date should be the first third of the fifteenth century.12
11 .

Steensland (2013: 169 and the examples under 2.д .

12 The observations in this article on the paleographical features in connection with
their chronology are based mostly on the publications by Poppe (1976) and Turilov
(1993, 2013). I am deeply grateful to Anatoly Arkadyevič Turilov at the Department of Medieval History at the Institute of Slavic Studies of the Russian Academy
of Sciences, for his expertise on the paleographic questions concerning this fragment.
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6. The language of the fragment
he language of the fragment exhibits common Russian Church Slavonic features but also some north-west Russian features. Among the expected Russian
Church Slavonic features should be mentioned:
• The absence of the nasal vowels ѫ and ѭ and their substitution by у and ю,
e.g. сущимъ A7 and вѣрою B12. In the case of ѧ, it is replaced by [a], written by
ѧ, ꙗ or а: ѡ̋ брѧщеть А17, причастьѥ B6, ча|[да A8–9,.[р]⁞ѣⷲа A2, лѣ|нивꙑꙗ B2–3;
• ѡMдиною А10 (cf. ѥдиною А18);
• the omitted jers reflect their loss in weak position, in the middle of the
word, e.g. кт(о) B2, много A9, настра|[да]⁞(в)ше A9–10.(cf. the orthographically
preserved ъ in a prefix: подъкопаѥт сѧ A15); ь in the root maintained on some
occasions, e.g. дьꙗволъ А12, B3, мьзду B8, пожьжеть А16, and it has been omitted on several other occasions, e.g. (д)ни A14, что A2, and also in all three
•
•
•

•

forms of the pronoun вьсь used, e.g. всего B10;
ь in front of j does not develop into и, e.g. дьꙗволъ А12 and B3
*dj > ж and not жд: [сл]ажьша B17;
the ending of verbs in the third person singular present (future simple) is,
without any exceptions, -ть and not -тъ, e.g. пожьжеть A16, ѡ̋брѧщеть A17,.

имѣѥть B2;
the prefix пре- instead of прѣ-: пребꙑти B4.

There are few regional language features in the fragment:
• c–č merger, cokan´e on four occasions: пррⷪDцьскаꙗ B15, цаса А14, ѿце А2, ѿцьска
B14
•

рьку А18 with ь (and not e); this could be explained as a reduction, but such
explanation is not unproblematic because of the position of ь – the reduction
usually happens in the position after an accented syllable, e.g. иже → ижь.13
In manuscripts from Novgorod, o and ъ are often used interchangeably, as
are e and ь. The e/ь alteration in this stem, known from other Slavic languages, migh have an actual phonological (and not purely orthographical)
basis, too 14

13 About the absence of e in ркꙋще, рQкꙋще as a feature of manuscripts of Pskovian
origin see Steensland 2006: 21, 86 and the bibliography given in his publication.
14 What is linguistic and what is orthographical and where one draws the line is an
eternal question. The text of the fragment is too short and there is not sufficient
material to draw firm conclusions from.
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The form сахарѧ B17,.with ѧ instead of a, is probably due to analogy – there
are many more words in -арь in Old Russian than in аръ.

Most parchment fragments preserved in Swedish libraries and archives originnate from north-west Russia, the region of Pskov and Novgorod. This fragment
is not an exception. The set of linguistic features of the fragment suggests that it
was written in north-west Russia.15 This agrees well with the fact that it served
as a binding material for a book from Riga.
As mentioned above, the paleographical and orthographical features suggest that the fragment might date from the end of the fourteenth or the first
third of the fifteenth century. As А. Poppe (Poppe 1976) and A. Turilov (Turilov
2013) have already pointed out, Novgorodian manuscripts, especially those
having a traditional content, do not contain features of the second south Slavic
influence up until the end of the first third of the fifteenth century. Compared to
the north-east Russian manuscripts, the second south Slavic influence in the
Novgorodian manuscripts is approximately a quarter of a century late. The
second south Slavic influence during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries is
usually used as terminus ante quem in the dating of the manuscripts.16 The fact
that there are no features from the second south Slavic influence in the fragment
is not an obstacle to dating it as late as the first third of the fifteenth century.
7. The Contents
In spite of all the corruptions in the text, the contents can be identified with certainty. This fragment is a witness to a part of a text for the 3rd of January in the
Prolog. The text is found only in the long redaction of the Prolog for the first half
of the year (September – February). In the Great Menaion Reader (Velikija Minei
Četii 1910: cols 138–141), the text is entitled (В тои жe дн҃ь) сло́во ѡ҆ ст҃ѣмъ Василїи
Вели́цѣⷨ и҆ ѡ҆ Е!ѳрѣмѣ. По́вѣсть дш҃еполезна.17 The Slavonic source of this text is not
known, nor is the Byzantine source (Prokopenko 2011: 413).

15 It should be noted that the language of the fragment contains only a few regional
features. Most of the features that are common to the manuscripts from Pskov and
Novgorod, are absent from the fragment, e.g. the Novgorodian change *zdj and
*zgj > жг, *vj > *vl’ > *l’, the preposition оу > оув in front of vowels: оув одра, etc.
16 For a comprehensive review of the status praesens of the second south Slavic Influence, see Turilov (2010: 181 sqq., 235 sqq).
17 This text is usually placed after “Сборъ 70 Х(с)въ оученикъ”, see Prokopenko
(2011: 413).
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This text is not included in the Synaxarium. Nor has it been included in the
short redaction of the Prolog.18 Larisa Prokopenko presents many important
arguments for the opinion that the long redaction of the Prolog was compiled in
the twelfth century and the short redaction of the Prolog was compiled later,
during the first half of the thirteenth century (Prokopenko 2011: 208–210).19!
The fragment has preserved part of сло́во ѡ҆ ст҃ѣмъ Василїи Вели́цѣⷨ и҆ ѡ҆ ЕSѳрѣмѣ,
without the beginning and the end. The comparison with the text preserved in
manuscript and printed sources shows that the text of the fragment is not continuous. Between the end of the text in column (A) and the beginning of the text
in column (B) there are approximately twenty lines of text missing. That means
the visible part of this fragment is only half of a leaf.
There are several Prolog fragments in the Swedish repositories,20 but the
comparison with those shows that the newly discovered fragment from Carolina Rediviva does not belong to any of the manuscripts known from the other
fragments. None of the other known fragments from Sweden contains this text
or any other of the texts for the 3rd of January.
8. Principles for Reproducing the Text of the Fragment
(а), i.e. reading of partially visible letters.
[a], i.e. erased letters in the fragment, that have been reconstructed or taken
from the Great Menaion Reader.
|, i.e. the end of the line.
⁞, i.e. fold.
There is no critical edition of сло́во ѡ҆ ст҃ѣмъ Василїи Вели́цѣⷨ и҆ ѡ҆ Е!ѳрѣмѣ.

По́вѣсть дш҃еполезна, nor has it been the purpose of this article to provide one.
Furthermore, the author of the article did not have access to the older manu18 See the edition by Krys´ko et al. (2010: lvii, 568–573), cf. Prokopenko (2011: 413).
19 In the discussion of the chronology of the Slavonic translation of the Greek Synaxarium, however, it must be born in mind that the Greek Synaxarium was most
probably compiled at the very beginning of the tenth century, shortly after the
death of patriarch Antonius II in 901 AD (Vander Meiren 1984). It should also be
noted that William Veder has recently discussed the markup of the Prolog and,
according to him, the Greek Synaxarion was translated into Old Church Slavonic as
early as the tenth century and the Russian Cyrillic manuscript tradition is based on
an earlier Glagolitic manuscript tradition (Veder 2014).
20 Cf. Steensland (2005: nos 23–44), Korobenko (2006), Krys´ko (2010: lxxvii), and
Prokopenko (2011: 7).
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scripts preserving the long redaction of the Prolog. For the purpose of this
article, the text variant preserved on the fragment has been reproduced below
together with only few observations comparing it with the Great Menaion Reader
(VMČ, Velikija Minei Četii 1910: cols 138–141), a manuscript from the digital
library of Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius (Tr 63), and one of the editions of the early
printed Prolog (Prolog 1661).
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(Column A)
[и придоша къ] (ѿцю и)
[р]⁞ѣⷲа · тꙑ что тако ѿце · исто
[м]⁞(и)л нꙑ ѥси · оуже не хощемъ
5

[стр]⁞адати · и дни не ѡ̋брѣтох⁞[o21
мъ] зане оумножи сѧ жит(ь)
[ѥ н]⁞аше гумна и точила и с(к)
[о]⁞(т)и и кони и сущимъ по на(с)
[до с]⁞ꙑти · реⷱD же имъ ѿць ихъ · ча
[да] ⁞ мнѣсте ли много настра

10

[да]⁞(в)ше · ѡ̋диною ли пожаръ в(o)
[зьм]⁞eть или вода или тать ·22 пь
[роче]⁞ѥ23 врагъ дьꙗволъ в лѣно
[сти] ⁞ живущихъ · но ищѣте24 то
[го] ⁞ (д)ни25 и цаса · во26 тъ27 бо днь ни

15

[та]⁞ть подъкопаѥт сѧ · ни ѡ̋г⁞[ъ]
[нь]⁞ пожьжеть · ни вода потоп(и)
[ть . ]⁞ аще ѡ̋брѧщеть нꙑ готов[ꙑ]
[с хрⷭDт]⁞омь · но и ѥще ѥдиною рьку
[вꙑ] ⁞ (въ)28 лⷮDѣ днии ·т ·и ·ѯ· и ·е

not in VMČ, Tr 63, Prolog 1661. Differences between Tr 63 and
21 и дни не ѡ̋ брѣтох
VMČ are not given in the notes, if the text of the fragment is following VMČ.
22 Not in VMČ.
23 прочее VMČ, прочье Tr 63, та́коже Prolog 1661.
24 ищете VMČ, Tr 63.
25 дн҃е VMČ, Tr 63.
26 в VMČ, вo Tr 63.
27 тѡи VMČ, ты Tr 63.
28 еⷭD в VMČ, есть в Tr 63, Prolog 1661.
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(Column B)
здн(омъ но и страда)[ньѥ .](ѥж)[е]
кт(о) ремество имѣѥть · на лѣ

5

10

15

20

нивꙑꙗ бо дьꙗволъ · не29 въѡ̋
ружаѥт сѧ · пребꙑти же въ
чтⷭDотѣ · и в годъ стго воскрⷭDньꙗ
приꙗти стоѥ причастьѥ · то
ѥсть батьство неистощимо
ѥ · тъ30 противу труду мьзду во
сприꙗти · то дарове нетлѣни
ꙗ и всего мира чтⷭDнѣѥ · тѣло и
кровь сна биꙗ · ѥже приѥмь
лющи31 · и32 вси вѣрою спсають
сѧ лѣⷮD ѥсть цркꙑ33 вь неиже а
пⷭDльскаꙗ заповѣдь · ѿцьска
ꙗ оучененьꙗ34 · и пррⷪDцьскаꙗ
[реⷱDнь]ꙗ · и стрпⷭDчьскаꙗ мучень
[ꙗ · сл]ажьша сахарѧ · и меду35 ·
[кь не](и)же приходѧще по всѧ ча
[сы п](оминающе смⷬDть и плака)
ти сѧ36

29 Not in VMČ, Tr 63, Prolog 1661.
30 то VMČ, Tr 63.
31 прїемлюще VMČ, приемлюⷮD Tr 63.
32 Scribal error for приѥмь|лющии; not in VMČ, Tr 63, Prolog 1661.
33 цр҃ькви VMČ, церк҃вы Tr 63.
34 ен repeated twice.
35 са́хара и̂ семида́ла VMČ, Tr 63, Prolog 1661 (and the other early printed editions of
Prolog).
36 Not in VMČ.
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UUB, Script. lat. coll. Poetæ 61:263, the cover of the book.
Photograph by Uppsala University Library.
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Living together with the Jews:
A Palestinian Arabic text from Jaffa
Werner Arnold, Universität Heidelberg

1

Introduction

The text published here was recorded in Jaffa during a fieldwork campaign in
2001–2003, which was initiated by the late Rafi Talmon of the University of
Haifa.1 The field research was completed in a research group at the Institute for
Advanced Studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem from September 2003
to February 2004. The honored jubilarian also belonged to our research group
on the Palestinian dialects, and I offer him with pleasure my contribution on
Palestinian Arabic, recalling the beautiful time we spent together in Jerusalem.
The speaker of the text is Amīn Saqḥafi, called Abu Durġām, in 2003, a 70
years old Muslim who came as a child with his parents from the village of
Ǧabalīye to Jaffa. Jaffa was once a small city2 that grew rapidly during the time
of the British Mandate in the first half of the last century, when thousands of
farmers from the surrounding villages settled down to work in the that time
very important harbor of the city.
In spite of the fact that Amīn Saqḥafi lived nearly all his life in Jaffa, he preserved some features in his dialect which are typical of the village dialect which
he spoke as a child. The vowels u and i in simple closed word-final syllable are
not lowered to o and e, which is always the case in the dialect of Jaffa. Old *ǧ is
only sometimes pronounced as ž, but *q is almost always replaced by the glottal
stop. However, in the sentences 12 and 17 the pronounciation g occurs in the
word bagaṛ (alongside baʾar in sentence 13). Therefore, the original dialect of
Ǧabaliye – as expected – belongs, together with the dialects of Ṣummēl and
Isdūd, to the southern group of the village dialects of the Tel Aviv area in
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

The campaign was sponsored by the German Israeli Foundation within the framework of a survey of the Arabic Dialects in Israel together with my colleagues from
the Universities of Erlangen, Haifa, and Jerusalem.

2

Cf. Arnold 2006.
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which old k is preserved and old q shifted to g in contrast to the northern group
in which old q shifted to k and old k is affricated to č.3
The questions in the text were asked by the young bank employee ʿAli
Tamīm (T) from Jaffa. He speaks the normal city dialect of Jaffa.4 Hebrew words
are marked by h...h
2 Arabic Text
(1) ʿādit iḥna bniḥki, ṣaddiʾni, mā kunna ninda šabāb, wlād yahūd, illa: yā wlād
ʿammna! yaʿni wlād ʿammna, hbin ha-dudímh, ʿaššān mā ḥada ylāḥiẓ ʿat-tāni fī zaʿal
hēna, illa maḥabbe w-wudde w-ṣadāqa.
(2) ṣaddiʾni, yā amīr ʿAli,5 lamman ana biddi arūḥ addāyan maṣāri mā arūḥ ʿind ʿarab,
illa arūʿ 6 ʿind yahūd, aʾullu: biddi maṣāri addāyan minkum.
(3) yiǧi yʾulli: ʾaddēš biddak? walad ismu X… aḷḷāh yirḥamu, ismu Xáyim… hū l-isim
ismu Xāyim Ildištin 7, Xáyim Ildištin.
(4) yiddīni 8 b-il-alf w-b-il-alfēn w-bit-talāte, mā fī bēni w-bēnu wṛāʾ, mā niktibš iwṛāʾ.
xōd ʾadd-ma biddak!
(5) yaʿni šū hal-ʿīše li-kānat, iḥna w-iyyāhum. ḥilwe, mā fī ʿalēha ḥaki.
(6) amma hādi, masʾalit iḍ-ḍarb il-iǧatna min aḷḷa, hādi bass min aḷḷa, farraʾatna
binātna.
(7) iǧu l-banadīʾ 9 il-ʿaṭlīn, iš-šabāb il-ʿaṭlīn w-il-iwlād it-talfanīn, iǧu xarrabu ʿalēna
il-mužtamaʿ.
(8) lēš bitrūḥ hēn? lēš ibtīǧi hēn? fa farraʾūna, waḷḷāhi iḥna yaʿni hani nišváʾ lexá!h  10
innu samin w-ʿasal kunna maʿ wlād il-yahūd.
(9) mā nʾuliš wlād yahūd illa wlād ʿammna, w-binġīb, w-bniḥki, afrāḥna afrāḥ wlād
yahūd, ʿazāna yaʿni l-hxatsh… yaʿni bʿīd ʿanna, iza kān ṣār ʿindhum ʿaza, nitʿāza
maḥḥum 11, yaʿni nōxud b-il-xawāṭir.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3 Cf. Arnold 2013.
4 Cf. Arnold 2004.
5

Addressed is the bank employee ʿAli Tamīm.

6 = arūḥ.
7 Probably ‘Edelstein’.
8 adda/yiddi ‘to give’ is a rare word in the dialects of Palestine. It is not used in the
dialect of Jaffa and must have its origin in Ǧabalīye.
9 Sg. bandūʾ, cf. now Hopkins 2013.
10 = ani nišbáʿ lexá ‘I swear to you!’
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(10) w-hādi kānat ʿīše ḥilwe. w-il-yōm ṣaʿib il-wāḥad yʿabbir ʿan it-tāni, yiǧi yʾullak
innu ana… biddu yiǧi yʾullak biddu yitwaǧhalli 12 l-yōm.
(11) ēš-mā biddak tiḥki, biddu yʾullak, yaʿni biʿabbir tawaǧhun aw takāzub. fhimt?
(12) yaʿni mubālaġa fī, amma lākin iḥna ṣaddiʾni, innu iḥna kunna mabṣuṭīn, iḥna wǧirānna. Bēt Yām, min Xolon, bi-Tall Abīb wāḥad ismu Irlix 13, tāǧir baʾar ikbīr, wHoladanki, tāǧir baʾaṛ ikbīr.
(13) kunna rrūḥ 14 nōxud b-il-ʿašar ṛūs, b-il-xamastaʿšar ṛās bagaṛ, bgūr w-uġnūm.
yaʿni l-ḥamdu li-llāh.
(14) T: ēš kunt itsawwi inta ʾabl it-tamānye w-arbʿīn?
(15) tāǧir!
(16) T: kunt tāžer ġanam w-baʾar?
(17) bagaṛ, mawāši, ā mawāši, kunut tāǧir bagaṛ w-mawāši yaʿni. w-la-mīn itbīʿ?
kullayítu 15 ʿala wlād ʿammna. wlād ʿammna li-humme il-yahūd, w-il-ʿarab, inʾūl laḅaʿḍ: iwlād ʿammna, ʿašān mā ḥada yizʿal.
(18) hāda bʾūl ʿanni: yahūdi, hāda bʾūl ʿanni: ʿarabi. biʾūlu: wlād ʿammna.
(19) ʾaddēš yā ibin ʿammi biddak b-il… fi-hal-ʿiǧil aw fi-hal-šalīyit ġanam, tibʾa
xamastaʿšar ṛās ġanam. mā nʾuliš xarūf wāḥad willa xarūfēn, nʾūl iš-šalye hādi
ʾaddēš? tibʾa ʿašara xurfān, xamastaʿšar xarūf.
(20) yiʾullu: itwakkal ʿala aḷḷa, illi bitǧību minnak bīr barakāt w-arsil.
(21) kunna nǧīb il-xurfān min il-qura, iṭ-Ṭīre, Imm il-Faḥim, Galansawe, il-Lidd, irRamle, yaʿni min il-qura l-ʿarabīye.
(22) Bīr is-Sabiʿ kān kull xamīs fī sūʾ. la-Bīr is-Sabiʿ, min yaʿni Israʾīl dāxil Israʾīl,
i
nžīb l-ibḍāʿa min hēn, w-inbīḥḥa. 16
(23) ʿād b-ʿīd il-bēsax nistanna min il-ʿīd la-l-ʿīd la-wlād ʿammna, irrūḥ inžīb ṣafqit 17
ġanam, w-fi-kull bēt min il-yahūd yidbaḥu hkēbesh, yaʿni xarūf, ʿašān il-bēsax, wnistanna min il… nifraḥ aktar min il-yahūd la-ʿīd il-bēsax.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
11 = maʿhum.
12 twaǧhan/yitwaǧhan ‘to flatter’.
13 Probably ‘Ehrlich’.
14

= nrūḥ.

15 ʿAli Tamīm from Jaffa says kullayāto.
16 = nbīʿha.
17 šalye is a small flock, up to 30 animals, ṣafqa is a big flock.
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(24) T: mnīḥ bass hāda btiḥki šū ismo il-… lamma btiḥki iḥki maʿā ʿarabi laʾannu ma
baʿrafš iza biʿraf ʿibrāni hū, bižūz biʿrafš ʿibrāni hūwe.
(25) mā bihimmiš ʿašān – imxarbiṭ, imxarbiṭha šwayye ʿarabi w-ʿibrāni – ʿašān yōxud
ʿala l-lahǧe l-ʿibranīye, laʾinnu wlād ʿammna, bārak aḷḷāh fīhum, iḥna, lā samaḥ aḷḷāh,
ʿumurna mā tʿaddēna ʿāla ḥadd.
(26) ʾaʿadna bi-biyarātna, w-awwal mā daxalu Israʾīl ʿalēna šāyif, salām w-ʾamān.
(27) mā maddu īdhum ʿalēna wala ḥakūnna: ēš fī ʿindkum? hay il-biyāra, ahlan wasahlan, ḍallkum ʾaʿdīn!
(28) ysaǧǧlūna: yaʿni asamīkum! w-il-ḥamdu li-ḷḷāh rabb il-ʿālamīn. niḥmid aḷḷa ʿala
hal-ḥāl w-kull ḥāl, w-inšā aḷḷā tirǧaʿ il-ʿāde il-ʾadīme.
(29) w-bniṭḷuḅ min aḷḷāh yfukk is-salām mā bēnna w-bēn iwlād ʿammna. hāda hū. ʿādit
ēš biddna niḥkīlak.
3

Translation

(1) Well we tell (you), believe me, we always called the young people, the boys
of the Jews: Oh cousins! Oh cousins means (in Hebrew) bin ha-dudím, so that
nobody would look at the other as if there is anger here, (but there is) only love
and affection and confidence.
(2) Believe me, honourable ʿAli, when I want to go and borrow money, I don’t
go to Arabs, I only go to Jews, I say to him: I want to borrow money from you.
(3) He comes and says to me: How much do you want? A guy called X…, the
Lord have mercy upon him, he was called Xáyim… his name was Xáyim
Ildištin, Xáyim Ildištin.
(4) He gives me thousand, and two thousand and three (thousand) without a
(written) contract between us, we didn’t write a contract. (He said:) Take as
much as you like!
(5) What a (good) life we had together with them. It was beautiful, there is no
doubt.
(6) But this problem of fighting, that has come to us from God, this is from God,
it has separated us from each other.
(7) The useless bastards came, the useless youngsters and corrupted boys, they
came and destroyed coexistence for us.
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